The need for development of new analytical solutions for quality testing of ATMPs throughout manufacture
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Background

• The global market for ATMPs has seen continual year on year growth with over 900 cell and gene therapy companies and over 1000 clinical trials to date;
• Many of the therapies are looking to advance from phase 2 to phase 3 and commercialisation. With an increase in the number of patients predicted to be treated, a concurrent expansion of GMP manufacturing sites has been apparent across the continents;
• Greater demand on analytical throughput for in-process and release quality testing to GMP compliance is expected;
• It is anticipated that analytical throughput will become a bottleneck, slowing the ability of companies to release products and hindering commercial success;
• Obitiating this will require a step change in QC provision, opening up opportunities for both automation and new disruptive technologies

Challenge

• It is currently predicted that autologous therapies will produce as much as 500 batches of products a year with expected increase to 1000’s of batches in the coming years;
• Analytical methods used to assess the quality of the batches are complex, timely and performed manually utilising highly trained operators;

Anticipated solutions

System control of automated analytical workflows

Automated – Sample Scheduling
Automated – Sample Preparation
Automated – Data Analysis

Automation of lab and data processes

• Automation has the potential to increase facility throughput and make QC faster, less error-prone, more reproducible, and more GMP compliant;
• Synthace is developing Antha, a software platform that connects processing equipment such as bioreactors, liquid handlers, and analytical devices, automating experimentation and collecting data outputs to create structured data sets. This mitigates user error during execution and data handling, saves time, and enables rapid process insight.

Development and Integration of new technologies

Implementation of liquid handlers or fully automated analytical instruments such as Ella can support throughput and quality. Development of microfluidic, Lab-on-Chip solutions as well as at line real time in process monitoring tools presents added potential for reduction of QC burden

Conclusions

• There is growing need to develop new analytical technologies that will support in-process and release testing of 1000’s of batches of ATMP products predicted to be produced per year;
• Automation of analytical workflows such as Antha (Synthace) provides one of the necessary solutions;
• There is an opportunity for implementation of simplified, miniaturised systems enabling performance of multiple assays combined within one single platform. As well as a need to demonstrate real-time analysis systems to reduce the sample analysis burden within the QC lab;